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Mining Modular Programs
•

MAESD Modular Training programs are work-place competency based
training programs designed in consultation with industry.

•

They provide hands-on training and a system of
certification/accreditation to individuals working in certain specific
occupations regulated under the Occupation Health and Safety Act or
the OCTAA

•

MAESD Modular Training programs have been established in the
Mining, Forestry, Construction and Transportation sectors.

Employer’s Legislated Obligations
 As per section 11 of Reg. 854, Mines and Mining Plants made
under the OHSA.

 Legislation requires employers that are “engaged” in Mining to
“establish and maintain” modular training programs.

 If a situation is unclear, MTCU staff will refer employers to MOL for
determination of which program is appropriate for the employer.

MAESD’s role
• The ministry develops program guidelines and training
standard documents in consultation with established
provincial industry advisory committees comprising of
representatives from Business, Labour and
Government. Mining Tripartite Committee

• MAESD staff administer all modular training programs.
• MAESD accredits the trainees by issuing proof of
accreditation –Transcript, Certificate of Achievement,
Certificate of Qualifications

How does an employer establish a
MAESD Modular Training Program
To establish a modular training program an employer applies to MAESD field office
to become a Signing Authority (SA) in a specific program.



A SA must:
Be the company’s owner or be an employee designated by the company
to become SA.

 Know the training requirements for the specific mining program.
 Be highly skilled or knowledgeable in operations related to the specific
program.

 Be knowledgeable of training or be directly involved in the training
 Identify which approved trainer/training agency will be used to train
company employees.

How does an employer establish a MAESD
Modular Training Program con’t
A SA must:
• Ensure and maintain quality training for company employees

• Ensure employees have demonstrated competency in training
modules as outlined in training standard

• Signs training reports and maintains training records for the
company employees.

• Submit training reports & applications to local Ministry office
• May be called upon to describe training received by company
employees and provide evidence of its adequacy in a court of
law.

MAESD Employment Training Consultant’s (ETC) role
= Application for Signing Authority
While the establishment and maintenance of a modular training
program is the responsibility of the employer, the MAESD ETC must
exercise due diligence in covering each of the following steps with the
employer/SA applicant to ensure the client understands their
responsibilities:

 Ensures SA applicant is appropriate
 Provides program specific information.
 Reviews and explains program specific guidelines and requirements



to SA applicant.
Ensures that the SA and the employer sign the SA application form
acknowledging that the SA understands the SA requirements and
responsibilities.
May conduct work/training site visit.

MAESD Employment Training Consultant’s (ETC) Role
= Application for Signing Authority, con’t
 Recommends remedial steps for the SA application process if the







application is incomplete or rejected .
Explains and instructs SA applicant in application and reporting
processes.
Explains the audit requirements. (reference audit guidelines)
Completes the SA application/checklist with employer/designate. If a
program does not have program specific SA guidelines, then the
generic SA guideline will apply
Recommends approval to Service Delivery Manager (SDM) if
appropriate.
May act as material or expert witness in court.
A change to a company’s SA is handled as above as the SA
application form is multi-use (new, changes and additions)

Employer’s role
Maintenance of MAESD Modular Program
Once SA application approved:

 Receives a certificate with the Employer/SA ID #
 Registers workers into the appropriate program by completing the






Application for Modular Training form
Employer/SA and workers keeps yellow and pink copy as proof of
registration.
Employer/SA provides training standards to trainees and updates
by signing off skills sets as appropriate.
Employer/SA ensures that pre-requisites are met if applicable.
Employer/SA determines which modules company employees
must undertake and which company employees have
demonstrated competency in the training modules.

Employer’s role
Maintenance of MTCU Modular Program
 The time frame for training and obtaining accreditation is usually ,






but not always, one year. ( See specific program guidelines/ or
regulation).
SA “attests” and reports successful completion of modules or
program to MAESD by completing the Modular Training Report.
SA ensures trainer of record keeps qualifications current
SA conducts annual audits, retains copy in company training
records for access by MOL
Administrative staff review for completeness, verify for valid SA
identification number and signature and keypunch Applications for
Modular Training and Modular Training Reports. (reference
sample forms).

Responsibilities of the Modular
Trainers
A trainer must:

• Have completed a Train-the-Trainer program.
• Be highly skilled in the area of expertise.
• Be trained in application of the Act and regulations
pertaining to the specific modules being instructed.
• Be trained in the company standards.
• Prepare lesson plans and outline course materials to be
used.
• Be certified and accredited in the program and specialty
modules. This requirement varies according to the
program.

Responsibilities of the Modular
Trainers cont’d.
Competencies required by the trainer:

• The trainer is responsible for training employees and recommending
•
•
•
•

to the signing authority (SA) those who demonstrate competencies in
the program.
Trainers can be internal or external.
The MAESD may have trainer contact information but does not
endorse any trainers.
The SA can be a trainer, but cannot train or sign off on their own
training.
Refer to the Program Guidelines for other specific trainer
qualifications.

MTCU Role – Training Applications and
Training Reports
 If incomplete, staff contact the SA to advise on the missing
information and re-instruct the employer in the process if required.
 Staff return the original form to the SA for correction. Staff cannot
add or amend data on the form.
 Employers must provide a signed FOI release in order to access a
copy of a worker’s Modular Trainee Transcript
 In certain situations, staff, under the direction of a Manager, may
initiate the process for SA suspension or revocation

Suspension or Revocation of a
Signing Authority
 In most cases, a person or company found to be in violation by
MOL will be directed to MTCU for redress.
 In these situations, staff, under the direction of a Manager, follow
the process for SA suspension or revocation
 Directions to Comply issued as a result of a violation are usually
time sensitive and receive staff priority.
 The process for a review of a SA may be triggered by other
circumstances such as the receipt of a written complaint or for
issues identified by MTCU staff, in these situations, staff, under the
direction of an SDM, follow the process for SA suspension or
revocation (as above).

Suspension or Revocation of a
Signing Authority
 An employer may request to change their SA/designate at any
time. This cancels the existing SA. If applicable, MTCU staff advise
the employer of the need to re-apply for SA.
 If a SA leaves the company’s employ, this cancels the company’s
SA. The employer will need to re-apply for a new SA.
 A SA designation is not portable from company to company. An
individual who once held a SA must re-apply with a new employer,
if applicable.
 A SA may request that their SA be cancelled at any time. The
employer may need to re-apply for a new SA.

Questions

